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(India) Genres: Drama, Romance Languages: Hindi Movie Stars: Sreetama Sen Movie Quality: 720p
HDRip. Description: At the beginning of 2019, we are waiting for a new feature film from the "Art
therapy" series (History of recovery) from the ART Therapy studio. The film takes place in India, in a
small town. A mature man named Babu is raising his son alone, but he has a daughter who is dying of the
plague. With the help of other members of his family, he transforms her into a talking doll in order to
continue his household. The boy dies, but Babu cannot come to terms with the loss. For...Title: Operator
from Hell Original title: Operator from Hell Release year: 2018 Genre: Drama Director: Sergei Bobrov
Cast: Alexander Oblasov, Igor Kuznetsov, Gleb Kazakov, Alexei Demidov, Olga Rusakova, Vasilina
Makovtseva, Denis Kharlanov, Alena Fadeeva Quality: HDRips (720p) Translation: Dubbed (original)
Duration: 48 min. About the film: Director Sergei Bobkov (TV series "Scum", "Me and Others") decided to
make a film about the difficult fate of a policeman who fights against crime day after day. He is dismissed
due to the death of his partner-girlfriend on a mission. Deciding to find a way to atone for his guilt, the
hero goes to work as an operator in the same department where his girlfriend previously served. To not be...
Synopsis: Four young people in a small provincial town at the end of the world (New Zealand) decide to
spend their first night alone. Having overcome all difficulties and threats (whatever they may be), they find
a cozy house in the forest, have dinner and gradually begin to fall asleep. All members of the company
dream of a normal family life and a child. And then one day... A strange-looking girl comes to them. She
does not have an ordinary appearance, and in her purse, in addition to a few banal things, there is a
traumatic rifle. She... Description: The plot of the film will take the viewer to a small provincial town
somewhere on the border of the USA and Canada. The main characters of this film are a married couple
who, together with their dog, go on a journey. Even on their unusual journey, the heroes are in for a lot of
unexpected surprises. But, of course, the main one is the dog. For a long time she was the only friend for
her mistress
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